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Abstract In this study, we explore both univariate and
multivariate aspects of time series analysis. In the univariate
aspect, we evaluated the predictive performance of three
widely used univariate time series methods in forecasting the
electricity consumption in Ghana during the 1980 – 2011
periods. The three univariate time series approaches are
autoregressive integrated moving average (ARIMA),
autoregressive fractional integrated moving average
(ARFIMA) and exponential smoothing. In each approach,
we examined competing models and the “best” model
according to the minimum information criterion and
diagnostic checking was selected. The forecast accuracy
measure (i.e.; mean absolute forecast error, MAFE) was
computed for each “best” model in the three different
approaches. The empirical results revealed that the MAFE
for ARIMA, ARFIMA and exponential smoothing were
31.3%, 9.4% and 41.6% respectively. Thus, the comparative
analysis of the forecast performance of these methods clearly
concluded that the ARFIMA method gives better forecast in
predicting electricity consumption in Ghana. And, in the
multivariate aspect, we examined whether GDP, export,
import and population influences electricity consumption.
The results revealed a feedback causality between electricity
consumption and economic growth. Again, we established
that there exists an uni-directional influence of import,
export, population towards electricity consumption. The
“best” model of the univariate approach is ARFIMA
(2,0.31,1) with MAFE of 9.4% while the “best” model for
the multivariate approach is vector error correction model
VECM (3) with MAFE of 1.5%. Thus, the multivariate
approach has a better predictive performance in forecasting
electricity consumption in Ghana. This shows how superior
the multivariate approach against the univariate time series
approach.
Keywords Predictive, Electricity, Smoothing, ARIMA,
ARFIMA, VECM, MAFE

1. Introduction

In Ghana, we generate electricity from hydro (which
contributes 63.9%), thermal (36%) and renewables (0.1%)
[1]. Electricity consumption is a major concern in Ghana.
The daily concern of electricity providers is to keep up the
balance between generation and load.
In 2013, the total grid electricity generated in Ghana was
12874 GWh about 6% more than in 2012. According to the
Ghana Energy Commission (GEC), the estimated total
electricity needed for 2014 was in the range of 15,725 to
16500 GWh. This suggests that the total grid electricity
generation in 2013 must be improved by 15% to 18% to meet
what the country needs for 2014. This disequilibrium in
consumption and generation of electricity has burdened
Ghanaians with the sufferings of power or load shedding.
The negative impact of this load shading is clear in how most
industries are performing and the economy at large. Some
industries have collapsed as well as some individual
Ghanaians have lost their jobs due to the shortage in supply
of electricity.
Thus, an exact forecasting of electricity consumption in
Ghana is of national importance. It provides the basis for
national policy development and improvement of the
economy.
The purpose of this paper is to (1) look at the predictive
performance of three univariate time series approach in
forecasting electricity consumption in Ghana, (2) examine
the causal relationship, if any, between the economic growth
(GDP), import, export, population and electricity
consumption in a Vector Error Correction framework, and (3)
compare the predictive performance of the “best” models in
the univariate and multivariate time series methods.
Literature Review
The issue of electricity consumption has been well
documented due to its economic influence. Thus, recent
studies have tried to show the relationship between
electricity consumption and some key macroeconomics
indicators. The emphasis of these studies has been the causal
relationship of the variables. The mixed conclusions of
these studies have left the impact of electricity consumption
on these macroeconomic indicators to serious debate.
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Current studies have revealed two main findings of the
causal relationship between energy consumption and
economic growth as uni-directional and bi-directional. Thus,
it has become necessary that further investigations in specific
countries be conducted.
Empirical studies like Yu and Choi [13], Erol and Yu [7],
Cheng [6], Masih and Masih [10] and Glasure and Lee [8]
have established that uni-directional causality run from
economic growth to energy consumption. However, studies
like Hwang and Gum [9], Yang [12], and Paul and
Bhattacharya [11] also indicated a bi-directional causal
relationship between energy consumption and economic
growth.
In summary, it is obvious that the results of these
empirical studies have mixed conclusions. Some studies
indicated causality running from economic growth to
energy consumption, others revealed causality running from
energy consumption to economic growth and even some
studies suggest no causal relationship. According to Binh
[14], the differences among these studies lie on the specific
country characteristics, sample periods, research
methodologies, and proxy variables.
In Ghana, studies like Kwakwa [3] and Adom [2] have
used multivariate time series approach to show the impact of
electricity consumption on economic growth. In these
studies, we observed that certain variables that are useful
were not included in their analysis.

2. Methods and Materials
2.1. Data Source
We obtained electric power consumption (kWh per capita),
GDP (per capita), population, import and export data
spanning from 1980 to 2011 from the World Bank
Development Indicator website. However, we used the data
period from 1980 to 2009 to fit the model while 2010 and
2011 period was used for out-sample forecast accuracy
measure.
2.2. ARIMA Models
In order to find an appropriate model for a series, we must
check the series for stationary. A non-stationary time series
will have a time-varying mean or a time-varying variance or
both. Thus, it is always proper to transform a non-stationary
time series to a stationary series before doing any meaningful
analysis. The unit root test is a formal way of testing for
stationarity.
Unit Root Test
Among the various methods of unit root test, the test
developed by Dickey and Fuller, known as the augmented
Dickey-Fuller (ADF) test, is commonly used. The
hypothesis of the test is:
H0 : series has a unit root or not stationary

H1 : series does not have a unit root or stationary
The ADF test consists of estimating the following
regression model:
m
∆Yt = β1 + β1t +δ Yt −1 + ∑ αi ∆Yt −1 + ε t
i =1

(1)

where ε t is a pure white noise error term and the ADF test
follows an asymptotic distribution.
Moving Average (MA) model

A process is an MA, if and only if a finite number of ψ
−q1 ,ψ 2 =
−q 2 ,...,ψ q =
−q q
weights are non-zero, i.e., ψ 1 =

=
0, k > q , then the resulting process is said to
and ψ
k
be a moving average process or model of order q and is
denoted as MA(q).
y = ε −q ε
− ... − q ε
t
t
1 t −1
q t −q

(2)

or
y = q ( L) ε ,
t
t

and ε t is a white noise sequence. MA processes are useful
in describing phenomena in which events produce an
immediate effect that only lasts for short periods of time. The
ACF and PACF are used to determine the process that a
series is following. In MA processes: (1) the number of
spikes of the ACF determines the order of MA and (2) while
the PACF decay exponentially depending on the sign.
Autoregressive (AR) Model
A series has an AR representation, if and only if a finite
weights
are
non-zero,
i.e,
number
of
∏
∏1 = φ1 , ∏ 2 = φ2 ,..., ∏ p = φ p , and ∏ k =
0 for k > p,
then the process is said to be an autoregressive process of
order p [i.e., AR(p)]. It is defined by
=
φ y
+ ... + φ y
+ε
y
1 t −1
t
p t− p
t

or

(3)

φ ( L ) yt =ε t ,
AR processes are useful in describing situations in which
the present value of a time series depends on its preceding
values plus a random walk. In AR processes: (1) the ACF
decay exponentially depending on the sign and (2) number of
spikes of the PACF determines the order of AR.
Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average model
(ARIMA)
Suppose we have a non-stationary ARMA(p + d, q)
process of the form φ ′ ( L ) yt = θ ( L ) ε t , such that d roots
of φ ′( L ) = 0 lie on the unit circle. In such situations we can
write

it

as

a

stationary

process

ωt

such

that

φ ( L ) ωt = θ ( L ) ε t , where ωt = ∇ yt . We can say yt is
d

an ARIMA(p, d, q) and

ωt

is an ARMA(p, q). If both the
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ACF and the PACF tail off or exponentially decay, then it
indicates a mixed ARMA model.
2.3. ARFIMA Model
The conventional ARMA(p, q) process is often referred
to as a short memory process because the coefficients are
dominated by exponential decay. According to [4], for short
memory process (normal ARIMA model), ρ (h) → 0
exponentially fast as h → ∞ while for long memory
(ARFIMA model), ρ (h) → 0 exponentially but not fast as
h→∞ .
Long memory (or persistent) time series were considered
as intermediate compromises between the short memory
ARMA type models and the fully integrated non-stationary
processes in the Box–Jenkins class. According to [4], the
easiest way to generate a long memory series is to think of
using the difference operator (1 − B)d for fractional values
of d, say, 0 < d <0 .5, so a basic long memory series gets
generated as

wt
(1 − B )d xt =

(4)
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describes Holt’s linear method, and cell (Ad,N) describes
the damped trend method. Holt-Winters’ additive method is
given by cell (A,A), and Holt-Winters’ multiplicative
method is given by cell (A,M).
[see [5] for details]
Table 1. Exponential Smoothing Methods
Trend Component

Seasonal Component
N (None)

A (Additive)

M
(Multiplicative)

N (None)

N,N

N,A

N,M

A (Additive)

A,N

A,A

A,M

Ad (Additive
damped)

Ad,N

Ad,A

Ad,M

M (Multiplicative)

M,N

M,A

M,M

Md (Multiplicative
damped)

Md,N

Md,A

Md,M

2.5. Error Correction Model
The error correction model is used when the time series
are not stationary and are cointegrated.

where wt still denotes white noise with variance σ2w . Now,
Tests for Cointegration
d becomes a parameter to be estimated along with σ2w. This
Two I (1) time series y1,t and y2,t are said to be cointegrated
idea of assigning d = 1 or 2 to make a series stationary has
if
there exists a linear relationship of the form
been extended to the class of fractionally integrated ARMA,
Z t β1 y1,t + β 2 y2,t such that Z t is I (0). If we define
or ARFIMA models, where we allow −0.5 < d <0.5; when =
d is negative. A better way to estimate d is using the the vectors
expression
Γ( j − d )
πj =
Γ( j + 1)Γ(−d )

(5)

It becomes easy to estimate d by deriving the recursions

π j +1(d ) =

( j − d )π j (d )
( j + 1)

(6)

[See [4], pages 271 - 280 for details)
2.4. Exponential Smoothing Technique
Usually, time series can be viewed as a combination of
various components such as the trend (T), cycle (C),
seasonal (S), and irregular or error (E) components. These
components can be combined in a number of different ways.
A purely additive model can be expressed as

y=T +S+E

 y1,t 
 β1 
=
y
,
β =
 t y 
 β2 
 2,t 

(7)

where the three components are added together to form the
observed series. In exponential smoothing, we always start
with the trend component, which is itself a combination of a
level term (l) and a growth term (b). If the error component
is ignored, then we have the fifteen exponential smoothing
methods given in Table 1.
For clarity of purpose, cell (N,N) describes the simple
exponential smoothing (or SES) method, cell (A,N)

so that the cointegrating relationship is written

(8)

Z t = β ′ yt ,

then β is called the cointegrating vector. The cointegrating
vector is not unique. The cointegration relationship is often
interpreted as being a long run or equilibrium relationship
between the variables. In many applications, such statistical
relationships are equated with economic equilibrium.
These cointegrating vectors are linearly independent,
meaning that one is not a linear function of the other. The
number of linearly independent cointegrating vectors is
called the cointegrating rank. The two common tests to
determine the cointegrating rank are the trace and the
maximum eigenvalues tests. The hypothesis of the test is:
H0: the number of cointegrating vectors is r,
H1: the number of cointegrating vectors is (r+1)
The two statistics are:

lTrace (r ) = −T

g

∑ ln(1 − lˆ )

i = r +1

i

l Max (r , r + 1) = −T ln(1 − lˆr +1 )
Where

λ̂i is

eigenvalue.

(9)

the estimated value for the ith ordered
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2.6. Vector Error Correction Model
The appropriate model for cointegrated time series is
called a Vector Error Correction Model (VECM) and is a
rearranged restricted form of a VAR. An error correction
model is parameterized so that the variables tend to revert
back to the equilibrium relationship that is specified by the
cointegrating vector. In general, a VAR(p) model

y

t

= Φ1 yt −1 + ... + Φ p yt − p + ε t

(10)

is rearranged to give a VECM of the form

=
∆yt αβ ′ yt −1 + Γ1∆yt −1 + ... +
+Γ p −1∆yt − p +1 + ε t

(11)

Note that a VAR of order p translates to a VECM with p 1 lagged differences of yt. A VECM thus consists of a
mixture of variables in levels and first difference form. If we
applied the univariate modeling strategy of taking first
differences of any I (1) time series, and hence fitting a VAR
in first differences, the resulting model would be
mis-specified because of the omitted error correction term.
Conversely we cannot use a VAR in levels to model
cointegrated time series because the resulting inference in
the presence of the nonstationarity would not be valid. In the
presence of cointegration, a VECM is required.
2.7. Model Selection Criteria
The information criteria used in this study are given
below:
Akaike information criterion (AIC):

( )

−2 lnL θˆk + 2k
AIC =

(12)

Corrected Akaike information criterion (AICc) :

( )

AICc =
−2 lnL θˆk +
where

2kn
n−k −2

(13)

( ) is the likelihood of the fitted model, k = p +

L θˆk

1 (which is the model size), p = number of parameters and n
= number of observation.
2.8. Measure of Forecast Accuracy
The forecast error measure used in this study is the mean
absolute forecast error (MAFE), which is given by:
Mean Absolute Forecast Error:

=
MAFE mean ( yi − yˆi

)

(14)

2.9. Diagnostic Checking
Once the model is identified and fitted to an observed
series, the next stage is to check the model for possible
discrepancies. Residuals obtained from the fitted model are

important for investigating the possible discrepancies in the
model and also to further suggest some modifications to the
model. Residuals are analyzed and checked to see if they
satisfy the model assumptions. Any significant differences
from the model assumptions mean we fail to prove that our
fitted model is correct. Test of autocorrelations provides an
important diagnostic tool. Any autocorrelation (partial
autocorrelation) which is significant indicates some
non-randomness in the residuals. Instead of testing the
significance of individual autocorrelations, the Ljung-Box,
Q test is used for the first m autocorrelations. The hypothesis
is given as:
H0 : residuals are not auto-correlated
H1 : residuals are auto-correlated
The Ljung-Box, Q test is defined as:

 ρˆ h2 
=
Q n( n + 2)∑ 

h =1  n − h 
m

ρˆ h

(15)

is estimated autocorrelation at lag h.

2.10. Statistical Software
The R software, with the package ‘forecast’ was used in
fitting ARIMA models, exponential smoothing and the
package “arfima” for the ARFIMA models. However, we
used the Eviews student version 8 software to fit models
under the multivariate framework.

3. Results and Discussion
Firstly, in this section, we will use three univariate time
series approaches to model and forecast the electricity
consumption in Ghana. The time series approaches are
ARIMA, ARFIMA and Exponential Smoothing. We will test
these approaches by using their predictive performance to
select the “best” method for forecasting electricity
consumption in Ghana. Secondly, we will use vector error
correction model to show the causal relationship between
GDP, import, export, population and electricity consumption.
Again, we will compare the predictive performance of the
univariate “best” model and the multivariate “best” model.
3.1. Univariate Time Series
ARIMA Model
A time series plot of the electricity consumption series
indicated that the series is not stationary (Appendix A1).
Also, we conducted the Augmented Dickey-Fuller test (ADF)
on the electricity consumption series. The null hypothesis
that the electricity series has a unit root (not stationary) was
not rejected [D = -2.13 with p-value of 0.52]. However, the
electricity consumption series became stationary after
differencing once (Appendix A2).
The sample ACF and PACF (Appendix A3) suggest that
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the electricity consumption series follows a MA(1). The
standard practice is that, we should fit more than one model
to select the “best” model. Thus, we used the lowest value
of the AICc and statistical significance of the parameter
estimates to select the ‘best’ model among competing
models. We present the results in Table 2.
Table 2. Competing Models with their Information Criterion
Models

AICc

1.

(0,1,1)

6.2

2.

(1,1,0)

7.5

3.

(1,1,1)

7.8

(2,1,1)**

4.7

5.

(1,1,2)

5.4

6.

(0,1,2)

5.8

7.

(2,1,0)

6.3

4.

explain the diagnostic checking of the ‘best’ model.
Inspection of the time plot of the standardized residuals
in Figure 1 shows no obvious patterns. The ACF of the
standardized residuals shows no clear departure from the
model assumptions, none of the lags is significant. This
shows that the residuals are not correlated.
Again the residuals are normally distributed. The ‘best’
model passed the residual diagnostic tests. This means that
the ‘best’ model ARIMA(2,1,1) fits the electricity
consumption series well. The estimates of the ‘best’ model
are reported in Table 3.
Table 3. “Best” Model Parameter Estimates
Variable
Electricity
Consumption

**indicates the “best” model

In Table 2, the selection criterion, AICc indicates model
(2,1,1) as the “best” model. Thus, we will focus on the
ARIMA (2, 1, 1) which is the ‘best’ model. In Figure 1, we
use a plot of the standardized residuals, the ACF of the
residuals (note that R includes lag zero which is one), to
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Estimates

S.E

AR(1)

0.96

0.16

AR(2)

-0.44

0.16

MA(1)

-1.00

0.13

# S.E (Standard Errors)

In Table 3, it is obvious that all the parameter estimates
are statistically significant. In figure 2, we present the
forecast graph of the ‘best’ ARIMA model (2,1,1).

Figure 1. Plots of the standardized residuals, the ACF of the residuals, and the value of the Q-statistic
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Figure 3. Forecast Plot of ARfIMA (2,0.31,1) model

Figure 2. Forecast Plot of ARIMA (2,1,1) model

In Figure 3, a forecast value is given for one lead period
In Figure 2, a forecast value is given for one lead period
with
an accompanying 80% (dark grey) and 95% (light grey)
with an accompanying 80% (dark grey) and 95% (light grey)
prediction
interval. Here, there is a steep increase in the
prediction interval. It is obvious that forecast value increase
forecast
value
from 2010 to 2012.
slightly as we go from 2010 to 2012.
Exponential Smoothing Method
ARFIMA Model
The electricity consumption series is not stationary but
the fractional ARIMA approach suggests that the series
must be differenced less than 1 for the series to become
stationary. Thus, our detailed analysis suggested three
competing fractional ARIMA models. The competing
models with their respective information criterion and the
difference integer are given in Table 4.
Table 4. Competing Models with their AIC and the Difference
d

AIC

(0,1)

0.21

330.82

(1,0)

0.04

329.40

(2,1)**

0.31

309.74

Models
1.
2.
3.

**indicates the “best” model

The appropriate exponential smoothing technique for the
electricity consumption series is the simple exponential
smoothing method. This is because the electricity
consumption series did not exhibit any obvious form of
trend. Technically, the “best” approach is ETS(A,N,N); that
is additive error, no trend and no seasonality. In other words,
the appropriate technique is a simple exponential smoothing
with additive errors. Three competing simple exponential
approach with three different alpha values were fitted to the
electricity consumption data. This illustration is presented
in Figure 4.
In figure 4 are one-step ahead within-sample forecast
alongside the data over the period 1980 to 2009. The
influence of alpha on the smoothing process is clearly
visible.

The lowest value of the AIC and statistical significance
of the parameter estimates were used to select the ‘best’
model among the competing models. Here, the best model
is ARMA(2,1) with a difference integer of 0.31. The
parameter estimates of the “best” model is given in Table 5.
Table 5. “Best” Model Parameter Estimates
Variable
Electricity
Consumption

Estimates

S.E

AR(1)

1.72

0.21

AR(2)

-1.24

0.19

MA(1)

1.93

0.42

# S.E (Standard Errors)

In Table 5, all the parameter estimates are statistically
significant. We present in figure 3, the forecast graph of the
‘best’ ARFIMA model (2,0.31,1).

Figure 4. Simple exponential smoothing applied to Electricity
Consumption in Ghana (1980–2009).
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It is obvious that simple exponential smoothing with the
alpha value of 0.99 “best” fit the electricity consumption
data. Thus, the “best” smoothing technique is the simple
exponential smoothing method with additive errors having
alpha value of 0.99.
Comparative Summary of Results
The mean absolute forecast error (MAFE) for
forecasting the annual electricity consumption for 2010 to
2012 for the three methods discussed are given in Table 6.
Table 6. Annual Electricity Consumption Forecast for 2010 to 2012
Model
ARIMA(2,1,1)

Year

Actual

Forecast

2010

299.0574

286.7951

2011

343.7453

293.4463

2012
ARFIMA(2,0.31,1)

31.3

296.7135

2010

299.0574

299.5668

2011

343.7453

325.4026

2012
ETS(A,N,N)

MAFE（%)

9.4

345.2621

2010

299.0574

279.8468

2011

343.7453

279.8468

2012

299.0574

279.8468

41.6
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3.2. Multivariate Time Series
Stationarity Test
Table 7 reports the results of the ADF and PP Tests of
unit root by Newey-West Bandwith (automatic selection).
We performed tests on both the level and first differences of
the log variables. The variables log electricity consumption,
log GDP, log Import, log Export and log Population are I(1)
processes according to ADF and PP. However, these
variables became stationary after first difference.
Cointegration Test
Table 8 gives the results of the Johansen Cointegration
Test. According to the results of the ADF and PP in Table 7,
it is obvious that the variables have the same order of
integration, i.e., I(1) and the Johansen Cointegration Test
was used to find out the cointegration rank and the number
of cointegrating vectors. The null hypothesis of r = 0 (i.e.,
there is no cointegration) is rejected against the alternative
hypothesis of r =1 at the 5% level of significance in case of
the Max-Eigen value statistic. Similarly, going by the result
of the Trace statistic, the null hypothesis of r = 0 is rejected
against the alternative hypothesis of r ≥1.

Table 7. Test of Unit Root Test Hypothesis with Intercept
Variables

Log Electricity
Consumption

Log GDP

Log Import

Log Export

Log Population

ADF Test

PP Test

Test
Statistic

P-value

Level

-2.6

0.09

First
Difference

-4.2

Level

Conclusions

Test
Statistic

P-value

Level

-2.6

0.09

0.00

First
Difference

-5.1

0.00

0.7

0.99

Level

0.5

0.98

First
Difference

-4.2

0.00

First
Difference

-4.2

0.00

Level

-0.2

0.93

Level

0.1

0.93

First
Difference

-4.6

0.00

First
Difference

-4.6

0.00

Level

0.5

0.98

Level

0.4

0.97

First
Difference

-4.3

0.00

First
Difference

-4.2

0.00

Level

-2.3

0.44

Level

-2.9

0.17

First
Difference

-4.4

0.00

First
Difference

-4.1

0.00

Log electricity
consumption is not
stationary at level
First difference of
Log electricity
consumption is
stationary
Log GDP is not
stationary at level
First difference of
log GDP is
stationary
Log import is not
stationary at level
First difference of
log import is
stationary
Log export is not
stationary at level
First difference of
log export is
stationary
Log population is
not stationary at
level
First difference of
log population is
stationary
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In Table 8, both trace statistic and maximum eigenvalue
statistic show that there is one cointegration equation at 0.05
level of significant. The two conditions for using the vector
error correction model are met, thus, we fitted a VEC model.
Table 8. Unrestricted Cointegration Rank Test for Electricity
Consumption
Ho: No. of
CE(s)
None
At most 1*
At most 2
At most 3
At most 4

Trace
Statistics
92.5
43.9
18.1
6.9
0.2

P-value
0.00
0.11
0.56
0.57
0.68

Max-Eigen
Statistics
48.5
25.9
11.1
6.8
0.1

P-value
0.00
0.08
0.64
0.51
0.68

Lag Length
In order to capture the impact of variables observed in the
past time period in explaining the future performance, the
ideal lag length p (which is 3 in the present study) is chosen
(see Table 9. Thus, according to Table 9, vector error
correction model with lag 3 [i.e., VECM (3)] is selected by
all the selection criteria as the “best” model.
Table 9. VAR Lag Order Selection [D.log GDP, D.log Import, D.Log
Population, D.Log Export, D.log electricity Consumption]
Lag

LogL

LR

FPE

AIC

SC

HQ

0

23.70

NA

1.89e-07

-1.28

-1.05

-1.21

1

248.42

356.44

2.04e-13

-15.06

-13.64

-14.62

2

293.23

55.63

6.15e-14

-16.43

-13.83

-15.61

3

400.30

95.99*

3.50e-16*

-22.08*

-18.31*

-20.90*

* indicates lag order selected by the criterion
D. represents the first difference of logarithmic values of the concerned
variables.

However, it is proper to fit other competing models in
order to make accurate assessment. VECM(1) and VECM(2)
were also fitted to the data but they violated the white noise
test. Therefore, VECM(3) which passed the white noise test
and according to the results in Table 9, was considered as the
“best” model.
Again, we allowed these three VEC models to forecast for
2010 and 2011 period. We considered the model with the
minimum forecast accuracy measure as the “best” model in
terms of their predictive performance. The forecast accuracy
measure used in this section is the mean absolute forecast

error (MAFE). The MAFE for VECM (1) is 4.2%,; VECM
(2) has MAFE of 3.0% while VECM (3) has an MAFE of
1.5%. Thus, VECM (3) is considered as the “best” model in
terms of predictive performance.
In Table 10, the cointegration equations are given along
with the equation for changes in electricity consumption
[first column, D(CON)], changes in Export (second
column), changes in GDP (third column), changes in Import
(third column) and changes in Population (fourth column).
In this study, our interest is the first column (electricity
consumption as the endogenous variable). The coefficients
of the cointegrating equation contain information about
whether the past values affect the current values of the
variable under study in the long run. In the cointegrating
equation in Table 10, the previous year export variable is
negative and statistically significant. This means that, in the
long-run, previous year export is negatively related to
electricity consumption. Previous year GDP, Import and
Population are statistically significant but positively related
to electricity consumption in the long run.
For the vector error correction model, a significant
lagged co-efficient implies that past equilibrium errors has a
role in determining the current outcomes in the short run.
The lagged coefficients of change in electricity
consumption are negative and statistically significant at
0.05. This indicates that higher previous electricity
consumption have negative effect on current electricity
consumption in the short run. The lagged coefficients of
change in export are positive and statistically significant at
0.05. This suggests that higher export have positive effect
on electricity consumption in the short run.
The lagged coefficients of change in GDP are negative
and statistically significant at 0.05. This means that higher
GDP have negative effect on electricity consumption in the
short run. The lagged coefficients of change in import are
negative but statistically significant at only the lag 1. This
indicates that higher imports have negative effect on
electricity consumption in the short run. The lagged
coefficients of change in population are positive (for lags 1
and 3) but negative for lag 2 and statistically significant at
0.05. This suggests that population has mixed effect on
electricity consumption in the short run.

Table 10. Vector Error Correction Model Estimates [VECM(3)]
Cointegrating Eq:
CON(-1)
EXPORT(-1)
GDP(-1)
IMPORT(-1)
POP(-1)
C

CointEq1
1.000000
-7.077606
(0.13833)
[-51.1643]
0.929940
(0.02407)
[ 38.6347]
4.578494
(0.06915)
[ 66.2157]
10.44074
(0.34432)
[ 30.3229]
-133.6785
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D(CON)

D(EXPORT)

D(GDP)

D(IMPORT)

D(POP)

0.472881
(0.16907)
[ 2.79701]
-1.239278
(0.39727)
[-3.11952]
-1.109677
(0.29597)
[-3.74925]
-0.590415
(0.26826)
[-2.20094]
3.597290
(1.17848)
[ 3.05249]
2.751343
(1.10256)
[ 2.49542]
1.699065
(0.80941)
[ 2.09914]
-0.665193
(0.34001)
[-1.95637]
-1.059086
(0.38447)
[-2.75469]
-0.629787
(0.38589)
[-1.63204]
-1.703230
(0.60834)
[-2.79978]
-1.129922
(0.68479)
[-1.65002]
-0.566098
(0.47496)
[-1.19189]
1004.149
(345.546)
[ 2.90598]
-1744.963
(569.934)
[-3.06169]
869.9623
(271.777)
[ 3.20102]
-3.766995
(1.32651)
[-2.83978]

0.180587
(0.16979)
[ 1.06359]
-0.459864
(0.39896)
[-1.15265]
-0.264324
(0.29724)
[-0.88927]
-0.479343
(0.26940)
[-1.77928]
0.250917
(1.18351)
[ 0.21201]
1.089842
(1.10727)
[ 0.98426]
0.629048
(0.81287)
[ 0.77386]
0.078157
(0.34147)
[ 0.22888]
-0.306309
(0.38611)
[-0.79332]
-0.379808
(0.38754)
[-0.98005]
-0.248583
(0.61095)
[-0.40688]
-0.949213
(0.68772)
[-1.38023]
-0.158849
(0.47699)
[-0.33302]
56.94071
(347.023)
[ 0.16408]
-82.61466
(572.370)
[-0.14434]
72.28070
(272.939)
[ 0.26482]
-1.139582
(1.33218)
[-0.85542]

-0.267740
(0.22623)
[-1.18350]
0.282107
(0.53158)
[ 0.53069]
0.748113
(0.39604)
[ 1.88898]
-0.282288
(0.35895)
[-0.78642]
-2.863159
(1.57692)
[-1.81566]
-1.490785
(1.47533)
[-1.01047]
-0.782914
(1.08307)
[-0.72286]
1.090543
(0.45497)
[ 2.39693]
0.415941
(0.51445)
[ 0.80851]
0.524065
(0.51636)
[ 1.01492]
0.663655
(0.81403)
[ 0.81527]
0.849096
(0.91632)
[ 0.92663]
0.064681
(0.63554)
[ 0.10177]
-679.3956
(462.376)
[-1.46936]
1157.955
(762.629)
[ 1.51837]
-535.2363
(363.665)
[-1.47178]
1.836431
(1.77501)
[ 1.03460]

-0.125023
(0.14471)
[-0.86394]
-0.120487
(0.34004)
[-0.35433]
0.045559
(0.25334)
[ 0.17983]
-0.412740
(0.22961)
[-1.79754]
-0.888844
(1.00872)
[-0.88116]
-0.063576
(0.94374)
[-0.06737]
0.082881
(0.69282)
[ 0.11963]
0.577019
(0.29104)
[ 1.98264]
0.474276
(0.32908)
[ 1.44120]
0.018198
(0.33030)
[ 0.05509]
-0.118587
(0.52071)
[-0.22774]
-0.481735
(0.58615)
[-0.82186]
-0.102585
(0.40654)
[-0.25234]
-250.1109
(295.771)
[-0.84562]
467.3682
(487.836)
[ 0.95804]
-204.9301
(232.628)
[-0.88094]
-0.045329
(1.13543)
[-0.03992]

-0.000340
(0.00010)
[-3.34710]
0.000401
(0.00024)
[ 1.67962]
0.000195
(0.00018)
[ 1.09298]
-1.26E-05
(0.00016)
[-0.07812]
-0.002018
(0.00071)
[-2.84645]
-0.001752
(0.00066)
[-2.64166]
-0.000546
(0.00049)
[-1.12161]
0.000605
(0.00020)
[ 2.95628]
0.000249
(0.00023)
[ 1.07833]
7.33E-05
(0.00023)
[ 0.31579]
0.001263
(0.00037)
[ 3.45011]
0.001346
(0.00041)
[ 3.26666]
0.000507
(0.00029)
[ 1.77482]
1.943639
(0.20787)
[ 9.35031]
-1.353599
(0.34285)
[-3.94804]
0.299400
(0.16349)
[ 1.83129]
0.002905
(0.00080)
[ 3.64071]

R-squared

0.819366

0.744537

0.518935

0.828165

0.999592

Adj. R-squared

0.556626

0.372956

-0.180796

0.578224

0.998999

F-statistic

3.118542

2.003697

0.741620

3.313440

1684.660

CointEq1
D(CON01(-1))
D(CON01(-2))
D(CON01(-3))
D(EXPORT(-1))
D(EXPORT(-2))
D(EXPORT(-3))
D(GDP(-1))
D(GDP(-2))
D(GDP(-3))
D(IMPORT(-1))
D(IMPORT(-2))
D(IMPORT(-3))
D(POP(-1))
D(POP(-2))
D(POP(-3))
C

(a) Standard errors in ( ) and t-statistics in [ ]

Causality Test with VECM
We presented the causality test with VECM(3) in Table
11. The null hypothesis that Log export, log GDP, log
Import, log Population do not Granger cause Log electricity
consumption is tested using changes in electricity
consumption (D(log Electricity Consumption), changes in

export (Dlogexport), changes in GDP (DlogGDP), changes
in import (DlogImport) and changes in population
(DlogPopulation). All these variables are stationary in their
first difference form in standard Granger causality
regression. The null hypothesis is accepted or rejected
based on “chi-squared test based on Wald criterion” to
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determine the joint significance of the restrictions under the
null hypothesis.
In this study, our interest is to establish the direction of
influence between electricity consumption and GDP, export,
import, population and if there is a feedback influence.
In Table 11, all the p values of the variables are less than
0.05; this indicates that the coefficients of logExport,
logGDP, logImport and logPopulation are not jointly zero
in the equation for logElectricity Consumption. Thus, the
null hypothesis that Export, GDP, Import and Population
individually does not Granger cause electricity consumption
can be rejected and an unidirectional causality is observed
from these variables to electricity consumption.
Table 11.

VEC Granger Causality/Block Exogeneity Wald Tests

Dependent variable: D(Electricity Consumption)
Excluded

Chi-sq

df

Prob.

D(EXPORT)

9.578316

3

0.0225

D(GDP)

8.516598

3

0.0365

D(IMPORT)

9.534298

3

0.0230

D(POP)

11.55953

3

0.0091

All

31.52579

12

0.0016

D(logEXPORT) → D(logElectricity Consumption)
D(logGDP) →D(logElectricity Consumption)
D(logIMPORT) → D(logElectricity Consumption)
D(logPopulation) → D(logElectricity Consumption)
Dependent variable: D(EXPORT)
Excluded

Chi-sq

df

Prob.

D(CON)

3.252481

3

0.3543

D(GDP)

2.590103

3

0.4592

D(IMPORT)

4.704702

3

0.1947

D(POP)

4.805931

3

0.1866

All

22.77150

12

0.0297

Dependent variable: D(GDP)
Excluded

Chi-sq

df

Prob.

D(CON)

6.531170

3

0.0884

D(EXPORT)

4.650643

3

0.1992

D(IMPORT)

1.679405

3

0.6415

D(POP)

4.010856

3

0.2603

All

10.22521

12

0.5962

D(logElectricity Consumption)→ D(logGDP)
Dependent variable: D(IMPORT)
Excluded

Chi-sq

df

Prob.

D(CON)

4.836009

3

0.1842

D(EXPORT)

2.772202

3

0.4281

D(GDP)

8.898796

3

0.0307

D(POP)

10.48450

3

0.0149

All

39.02801

12

0.0001

Dependent variable: D(POP)
Excluded

Chi-sq

df

Prob.

D(CON)

5.733595

3

0.1253

D(EXPORT)

14.71442

3

0.0021

D(GDP)

14.32479

3

0.0025

D(IMPORT)

13.63270

3

0.0035

All

82.39970

12

0.0000

It is observed that there is existence of a long-run
relationship between GDP and electricity consumption,
since there is presence of bi-directional causality between
the two variables.

4. Conclusions
In this study, we considered both univariate and
multivariate time series approaches. In the univariate
approach, we evaluated three methods and the “best” method
with respective to their predictive performance was selected.
For the multivariate approach, a “best” model was selected
among competing models and the causal influence of
explanatory variables (import, GDP, export and population)
towards the dependent variable (electricity consumption)
was established.
For the univariate time series approach, in each method,
competing models were examined and the “best” model
according to the minimum information criterion and
diagnostic checking was selected. The forecast accuracy
measure (i.e.; mean absolute percentage error, MAPE) was
computed for each “best” model in the three different
methods. The empirical results revealed that the MAFE for
ARIMA, ARFIMA and exponential smoothing were 31.3%,
9.4% and 41.6% respectively. It is obvious that the ARFIMA
method out-performed the ARIMA and the exponential
smoothing methods.
Thus, the ARFIMA method can accurately forecast the
electricity consumption in Ghana under the univariate
context. Hence, the long memory approach gives better
accurate prediction on electricity consumption in Ghana.
The “best” model of the univariate approach is
ARFIMA(2,0.31,1) with MAPE of 9.4% while the “best”
model for the multivariate approach is VECM(3) with
MAPE of 1.5%. Thus, the multivariate approach has a better
predictive performance in forecasting electricity
consumption in Ghana. This shows the superiority of the
multivariate approach against the univariate time series
approach.
We observed feedback causality between electricity
consumption and economic growth. This result suggests that
electricity consumption is growth-enhancing; and policy
makers must be concerned of increasing electricity
generation. Again, it was established that there exist a
uni-directional influence of import, export, population
towards electricity consumption. We observed that import,
population and GDP are positively related to electricity
consumption. Thus, as these variables increases, policy
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between energy and income for industrializing countries.
Journal of Energy and Development 13, 113–122.

makers should think of increasing electricity generation in
order to meet consumption.
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